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Book is free to read and distribute, but you may not alter or copy its content without 
authorization.

As a starseed or lightworker, your main goal is to get closer to God. There are many 
ways of doing so: reading scriptures, reciting mantras, meditating for 10 years, etc. In 
this book, I will explain a simple process to directly increase your connection to God
right away. You may or may not be able to do it on your own without support. We also 
offer the God Connection Attunement service where I’ll use my own power to complete 
the connection process very quickly.

You can purchase the attunement here. It’s a “set it and forget it” service where I do the 
work so you don’t really need to know much about it. My work is primarily focused on 
direct coaching, yet this service allows you get a quick jump-start before diving deeper.

https://  www  .spiritualselftransformation.com/god-connection  

In this book, I will explain the process, provide information related to it, and answer a 
few questions.

What Is God?

I always say: “There is only one God, but there can be many gods.”
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In other words, there is only one source of everything: God, with a capital G. It’s not a 
guy sitting in the sky judging you, it is a set of laws that govern the Universe.  Then, 
there can be many gods, or demi-gods, with a lowercase ‘g’. These are highly advanced 
souls that have a close connection to God themselves. There can be entire advanced 
civilizations of those demi-gods.

Note that we live in a primarily Luciferian society, and as a result, the belief that we 
are God, or that there isn’t one God but many, is very common and pushed onto us.

Someone once said to me: “If you’re going to talk about God, you must define what you 
mean by it, because everybody has a different idea about it.” This is absolutely terrible 
advice. God cannot be defined. Whenever you define it, you create a man-made God and
establish an intellectual connection to it. When you stop trying to define or understand it,
then you can simply connect into it. It is a way of being, not a way of understanding.

I used to define God as the set of laws that govern the Universe, such as the law of 
gravity, the law of karma and the law of purpose. However, by doing so, you can get to a
point where you perfectly mimic those laws and act in alignment with God without 
actually having much connection to it. This results in doing all the right things and 
struggling to get the results. No more of that.

What Is this Connection to God?

When it comes to your connection and alignment with God, there are a few specific 
aspects to look at: connection to God, core intent, alignment of actions and alignment of 
being. These aspects are loosely related but don’t always follow each other.

Connection to God is the connection to Source itself. Core intent is how it translates 
into action. Alignment of actions is how aligned your actions are with the flow of 
creation (active spirituality). Alignment of being is how aligned your state is with the 
harmony of God (passive spirituality).
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For example, I went to a resort in the mountains in Northern Thailand. Connection to 
God is 100%. Core intent vibrates at 600 on the Hawkins scale: peace. Alignment of 
actions is 13.2% and alignment of being is 13.6%. The intent of the resort is not 
Enlightenment but peace, nothing more.

Another example. In ancient Egypt, the people had on average 76.4% alignment of 
actions with God, 32.8% alignment of being with God, average core intent of only 14, 
and only 12.6% connection to God. The spiritual knowledge was so abused and 
disbalanced, it’s no surprise that it got destroyed.

In 2019, people in the USA have on average 2.8% connection to God. The “conscious” 
community in the USA has on average 3.2% connection to God, core intent of 18, 1.7% 
alignment of actions with God, and 1.2% alignment of being with God. 92% of energy 
workers operate from the Luciferian doctrine in the US.

How did I come up with these numbers? You can measure and validate them with 
kinesiology using this technique.

https://satrimono.com/how-to-measure-hawkins-scale

I’m measuring 99.99976% accuracy on the above numbers as of writing this.

You can also join the P2P Kinesiology Readings group where many clients are doing 
readings for each other and comparing their results.

https://www.facebook.com/groups/p2preadings/

Use this methodology to validate everything I’m saying here.

What Are the God Connection Benefits?

As of writing this, I’m detecting between 500 and 600 people on the planet who have a 
connection to God above 60% since at least 3 years. All of them are wealthy and 
successful. In fact, it seems nearly half of them own a resort!?

For the most part, most people within a country or region have the same level of 
connection to God, whereas people from a different country will be at a different level, 
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with just a few exceptions sticking out of the pack. In the USA, 92% of the population 
has between 2.6% and 3.2% connection. In Mexico, 95% of the population has below 
0.5% connection. In Thailand, before my recent activations, 80% of the population was 
between 3.5% and 4.5%. Monks in Thailand have on average 4.4% connection to God, 
whereas Daoist masters in China have on average 2.2% connection to God.

What I’ve observed so far on this God connection: it is highly dependent on the 
environment, and it is also highly contagious. As I increased it for myself from 35% 
to 100%, many people following me went from ~3.2% to 20-40%. However, it went 
back down for them after a few weeks.

When my connection goes down, I feel a lot of clutter, attacks and conflicts. When my 
connection is at 100%, everything flows a lot smoother.

Thus, I will say that the connection to God is one of the primary factors for success 
both spiritually and in the material world, and because of its highly contagious 
nature and large area of effect, it is extremely powerful for healing on all levels, 
both for yourself and for others.
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Connection to God Meditation

Now let’s get to the meat of it. Here is an Inner Alchemy (Royal Alchemy path) 
meditation to increase your connection to God. Royal Alchemy is traditionally an oral 
tradition for a reason, so if you are unable to complete the process on your own, we have
a support coach available to do the Royal Alchemy work with you, to complete not only 
this specific meditation but a lot more to achieve your goals.

A  pply here for a Strategy Session to get a support coach  

https://www.spiritualselftransformation.com/strategy-session

Your energetic body contains a whole series of inner buildings that represent various 
aspects of your life. We can call it the Inner City. There is a building for health, for 
personal power, for clairvoyance, for relationships, for finances, for projects, for 
communications, etc.

For all of the Royal Alchemy meditations, you will start by closing your eyes and 
visualizing a tree and a river. The tree represents your unique essence and the river 
represents the universal flow of energy. If the water in the river in front of you flows 
from right to left, you are at the right place, otherwise go to the other side of the river 
where you will see another tree, then rotate the image and it should now flow from right 
to left. Once it flows from right to left, go behind the tree so that both the tree and the 
river are behind you, ask the tree the permission to do this meditation, and ask it to 
connect you to the plane of stillness beyond time and space.

The plane of stillness vibrates with the teal color, or light blue. Ask for the right color 
and frequency of the plane of stillness to soak into your mind and consciousness. 

Then, ask the tree to bring you to the Temple of the Soul, located between the solar 
plexus and the heart. This inner building is responsible for your connection to God. See 
what the building looks like. Since we live in a Luciferian society that is designed to 
trim God out of everything, for many people, this building has been wiped out entirely. 
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Ask the tree at what % is the building there. Use the teal flame to restore the building, 
and you can ask for archangels or your starseed family to come and help you with this 
process.

Once the building is in good shape externally, go inside. There should be 3 managers 
around an altar. Visualize a dark blue screen and ask each manager to pass through the 
dark blue screen. If they are pure, they will be able to pass, otherwise they won’t pass. If
they don’t pass, throw crystal balls to disintegrate them, and use the violet flame to ask 
for the right managers to come. Repeat the process until you have 3 good managers. You
can also ask how many guardians you need and use the violet flame to call them.

Once the managers and guardians are in place, look if there are karmic objects in the 
room. For each object, pass it through a dark blue screen to know whether it’s good or 
not. If it passes, integrate it into your tree; if it doesn’t pass, throw it into the river. 
Repeat until all karmic objects are gone.

Then, look at the altar in the middle, and ask the tree at what % is your connection to 
God. Use the teal flame on the altar until it goes up to 100%, or whatever you’re ready 
to take in.

When you’re done, go back to the tree and swim in the river to refresh yourself.

That’s it!

Note: there is also a Lighthouse building further up that is just as important.

Bonus: Core Intent Meditation

The meditation on core intent is very similar. Ask the tree to bring you to the House of 
the Soul, slightly above the Temple of the Soul. The process is the same, except that 
there should be 5 manager around a crystal instead of 3 managers around an altar.
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God Connection Attunement

When you purchase a God Connection Attunement, I do it differently. Since the God 
connection energy is highly contagious, I can use my own inner building to jump-
start someone else’s building, just like you’d jump-start a car when the battery is dead. 
Doing so can however damage my own building so I need to restore it afterwards.

You can purchase a God Connection Attunement here

https://  www  .spiritualselftransformation.com/god-connectio  n  

Furthermore, since results vary greatly from person to person and are hard to predict, 
you can get a free assessment where I will measure

• Current connection to God

• What % you’re ready for it

• % benefits you’d get within 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 6 months and a year

Just send me a quick message on Facebook and say “Can you do a God Connection 
Attunement assessment for me?” If your picture isn’t on your profile, also attach a 
picture of yourself. That way I can do it quick for free.

https://www.facebook.com/etienne.charland

Note: I cannot replace the managers for you; this you must do on your own.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Q: Will increasing it result in financial benefits?

A: If you sustain and cultivate it over a sustained period of time, and adapt your actions 
and behaviours over the course of 6+ months, it definitely will. Will it make money 
appear out of nowhere within a month without you taking responsibility for doing the 
work to generate that money? Probably not.

Q: What are the benefits for human consciousness overall?

A: Our planet is entering full-gear into ascension, which results in a tidewave of 
transitional chaos. This chaos is caused by the friction between God Consciousness and 
the people/environment. The sooner you connect with God, the easier it will be for you 
and those around you as you’ll be on the good side of the wave. Plus, this energy is 
highly contagious and has a large area of effect.

Q: What happens if you do higher-level work without addressing lower-level issues?

A: It will cause unresolved lower-level issues to come up to the surface so they can be 
dealt with. It will also create movement that will get you out of the usual stagnant 
patterns. Thus, it won’t bring peace and prosperity on its own but it will kick you into 
the right path.

Q: Are there risks to increasing the spiritual energy too much too fast?

A: Yes. A lot of people focus on self-improvement while maintaining the stability of the 
social matrix around them. If you increase your connection past a certain threshold, it 
can disrupt the social matrix and the illusions around you. This can bring chaos. In the 
current context of ascension, however, chaos is already happening, and the risk of 
inaction is higher. This may instead move you out of chaos, into the eye of the 
hurricane.
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Accuracy check on book: 99.82%

Vibration: 78 million
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